CHAPTER 2:
Trends &
Conditions

Trends & Conditions

H

ow a community is anticipated to change and grow regarding population, employment, and
economic development affects the transportation system. In turn, the transportation system affects
land value, sustainability, community development, and land use patterns.

Population
The SVMPO region, like the rest
of Arizona, has seen a significant
increase in population since the
2000 census. The population
estimate for the City of Sierra
Vista as of July 1, 2015, per the
Arizona Office of Employment
and Population Statistics was
44,183 up from 37,775 in 2000.
As the economic hub of Cochise
County, the city’s daytime
population is higher than
indicated by population estimates.
Sierra Vista Looking West
Sierra Vista’s retail market serves
an estimated population of more
than 110,000. As of the 2011-2013 American Community Survey, 27.6 percent of Sierra Vista’s population
ages 18 and older are civilian veterans of the military, more than three times the national level.
Between 2000 and 2010, the City of Sierra Vista
The recent decline of population in Sierra Vista is the
population increased by an average annual
result of the loss of jobs in the region due to reduced
growth rate of approximately 1.2%.
military spending as the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq
wind down. However, projections by the Arizona Office of Employment and Population Statistics predicts
that Cochise County will increase in population by 2020 and beyond. Population estimates for sub-areas, such
as the City of Sierra Vista, are expected to be released September 2016. The U.S Census 2010 population for
Sierra Vista was 43,888. U.S Census 2014 population estimate for Sierra Vista was 43,806.
Table 2-1: Population Projections

Year

Cochise County

2015

129,112

2020

132,398

2030

141,100

2040

149,000

2050

157,900

Source: Arizona Office of Employment and Population Statistics (July 1, 2015, Population Estimates) (Arizona State and County
Population Projections: 2015 to 2050, Medium Series)
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Diversity
The United States continues to become more diverse, and
Arizona and Cochise County are no exceptions. In 2011, more
minority babies than Caucasian babies were in born in the U.S.
Soon, most children will be racial minorities: Hispanics, blacks,
Asians, and other nonwhite races. A study by the Brookings
Institute identified Arizona as the number one State
diversifying the fastest when looking at the difference in the
share of people aged 19 and younger compared to those aged
65 and older. Figure 2-1 illustrates that Cochise County is also
diversifying – the younger the age group, the higher percentage
of non-whites.
The Sierra Vista region is unique in that there are no ethnic
neighborhoods like those found in older or larger communities
in the U.S. The West End of Sierra Vista is the oldest area of
the city with the highest percentage of residents living below the
poverty line. In response to this, the West End is often prioritized to
receive resources to improve infrastructure and transit services.

Figure 2-1: Diversity in Cochise County
Source: U.S. Census, Population Estimates
Program (2014)

Transportation Equity
Transportation provides access to opportunity and serves as a key component in addressing poverty,
unemployment, and equal opportunity goals. Transportation equity refers to the way in which the needs of all
transportation system users. In particular, the needs of those traditionally underserved by the existing
transportation system, such as low-income and minority households, older adults, and individuals with
disabilities, are reflected in the transportation planning and decision-making process and its services and
products. Transportation equity means that transportation decisions deliver equal benefits to a variety of users
and that any associated burdens are avoided, minimized, or mitigated so as not to impact disadvantaged
populations disproportionately.

Planning and Environment Linkages
The built environment of the transportation
system has long-term implications and effects.
Sustainability means accommodating the needs
of the present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their needs. As
applied in the transportation sector, planning for
sustainability can incorporate a variety of
strategies to conserve natural resources,
encourage modes other than single-occupant
vehicles, and promote travel reduction strategies.

San Pedro River Source: Autobon.org
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National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
The intent of NEPA as applied to the process of transportation decision making is to balance engineering and
transportation needs with social, economic, and environmental factors. This process relies on input from the
public, interest groups, and local governments. The Federal Highway Administration and Federal Transit
Administration apply the NEPA process as an umbrella for compliance with environmental laws that address
the impacts that transportation projects produce on the human and natural environment.

Employment
The top employers in the region are annually identified by the Cochise College Center for Economic Research.
The U.S. Army Base Fort Huachuca is the largest employer in the area and southeastern Arizona. The fort
provides critical resources, infrastructure, and services to more than 50 individual tenant units and missions in
the Department of Defense. As of September 2014, approximately 2,300 active duty military personnel were
assigned to Fort Huachuca. There are also 2,600 military trainees (students) temporarily assigned to the fort
for training with more than 8,000 trained at the Fort each year. Fort Huachuca also employs approximately
3,500 civilian workers and contracts with numerous defense contractors. Department of Defense spending
impacts local employment and job growth.
The new state of the art hospital in Sierra Vista (Canyon Vista Medical Center) is an asset to the local labor
market. The hospital employs approximately 566 workers. The new hospital benefits economic development
efforts by luring new businesses and retirees to the area, which will assist in labor market improvement.
Table 2-2: Sierra Vista Labor Market Data

Year

Civilian Labor
Force

Employment

Unemployment

Job Gains/Loss

Job Growth
Rate

2010

20,791

19,145

1,646

2011

20,550

18,930

1,620

-241

-1.16%

2012

20,178

19,618

1,560

-372

-1.81%

2013

19,022

17,558

1,464

-1,156

-5.73%

2014

18,900

17,560

1,340

-122

-0.64%

2015

18,842

17,640

1,201

-58

-0.30%

Source: Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Arizona Department of Administration, Employment and
Population Statistics, CES/LAUS Unit and Cochise College Center for Economic Research (2015)

Economic Development
Investing in the region’s transportation system goes well beyond improvements in transportation system
performance and safety. The regional transportation system is critical to the overall economic health of the
area.
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City of Sierra Vista Economic Development
In 2013, the City of Sierra Vista established an Economic Development
Department and began implementation of its new economic development
framework approved by the City Council, referred to as the Plan for Prosperity.
The Department is tasked with taking a leadership role in helping coordinate
efforts of economic development community partners to improve overall
services for current and future businesses. The department serves as the city’s
point of contact for existing and prospective businesses considering expansion
or relocation to Sierra Vista. The department is currently in the process of
developing a business retention and expansion program to help existing
businesses find ways to grow.

Arizona Regional Economic Development Foundation
The Arizona Regional Economic Development Foundation (formally
the Sierra Vista Economic Development Foundation) has existed as a
non-profit 501c (3) corporation since 1985. Its vision is to actively preserve the economic strength of the
southeastern region through actions focused on business retention, recruitment, expansion, and business
development.

Sierra Vista Industrial Development Authority
Sierra Vista IDA is empowered to issue industrial revenue bonds to provide funds for financing of qualified
projects. Its interests include promotion of economic and industrial development, manufacturing, and
development of low-income housing.

Sierra Vista Area Chamber of Commerce
With a membership of more than 600 businesses, the Sierra Vista Area Chamber is the
largest business organization in Cochise County. Its mission is to promote business and
provide leadership for the improvement of the community. The Chamber’s goal is to
support the local business community and to partner with other area agencies to help create a strong local
economy.

Fort Huachuca
It is estimated by the Maguire Company’s report, Economic Impact of Arizona’s Principal Military Operations
(2008), that the direct, indirect, and induced economic impact of Fort Huachuca on Cochise County is $2.4
billion annually. Nearly 42 percent of which was attributable to indirect and induced economic activity in the
County’s retail trade and services industries. The Fort generated $23.2 million per year in local sales tax and
$17.3 million in local property tax.
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Mexican National Visitors
Mexico is an emerging market and the
increase in the Mexican middle-class will
have direct economic benefits to Cochise
County and Sierra Vista. A 2008 study
by the University of Arizona found that
Mexican visitors to Cochise County
spent an annual $186.4 million in
Cochise County with $102 million in
retail sales and $13.6 million in
restaurants. It is estimated that twothirds of the $186.4 million were spent in
Mexico/U.S. Port of Entry
Douglas, Arizona. The direct economic
impact of Mexican visitors to Sierra Vista
is currently not known, which may warrant further study.

Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ)
The FTZ permits U.S.-based companies to be competitive in the global marketplace through deferral,
reduction, or elimination of customs duties for merchandise and material brought into the FTZ. Merchandise
may be admitted in a zone duty-free for storage, repacking,
In 2013, the majority of Cochise
displaying, or assembly as part of a larger product, or
County was officially approved as a
introduced into a manufacturing process. The FTZ is
foreign trade zone.
managed by the Arizona Regional Economic Development
Foundation.

Tourism
Tourism is a major component of the Sierra Vista economy. Tourism
brings visitors and dollars to the region, generating local jobs, income,
and tax revenue. Per the Cochise College Center for Economic
Research, area attractions lure hundreds of thousands of visitors
annually. The City has dedicated resources to building regional and
industry relationships across Southern Arizona and Northern Sonora,
Mexico. The City promotes Sierra Vista’s extensive bicycle infrastructure to encourage bicycling activities. In
2015, Sierra Vista unveiled the city’s new brand to elevate its marketing promotions and support business
attraction and retention efforts made by the City’s Economic Development Department.

Livability
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) “Livability” Initiative promotes livable communities through
the design of the transportation system. According to the FHWA, “Livability is about tying the quality and
location of transportation facilities to broader opportunities such as access to good jobs, affordable housing,
quality schools, and safer streets and roads.” The FHWA supports multi-modal transportation options and
context sensitive solutions that help enable people to live closer to jobs, save households time and money, and
reduce pollution.
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Healthy Communities
There is a growing awareness across communities that transportation systems impact the quality of life and
health. Government and non-government agencies are seeking innovative policies and programs that protect
and promote health while accomplishing the primary transportation objectives. While the U.S. transportation
infrastructure focuses on motor vehicle travel, there
Communities can conduct a Health Impact
is an opportunity to develop a transportation
Assessment (HIA), which is a process that helps
infrastructure that encourages and promotes physical
evaluate the potential health effects of a plan,
activities and provides for alternative health options.
project, or policy before it is built or implemented.

Technology, Smart Cities, and the Future of Transportation
Transportation is changing the way most industries do business. Intelligent transportation systems (ITS),
software tool capabilities, and availability of data are allowing communities to improve the transportation
system for all users and allow for organizations to operate more efficiently.

Planning Data and Tools
Better planning tools are increasingly available to help MPOs understand the potential impact their decisions
have on the transportation network and the natural and human environment. Tools are available, such as
transportation modeling software and Geographic Information Systems (GIS), to help communities consider
numerous variables and address land use, community development, economic development, environmental
protection, and transportation challenges.
Transportation Model
Transportation models are simulations of existing conditions that are used to show how the transportation
system is affected by changes in a metropolitan area. Transportation models may be used to test travel impacts
of changes in land use and new highway capacity. Transportation models can indicate the current Level of
Service (LOS) of a roadway based on road capacity and the volume or annual average daily traffic (AADT)
and predict, based on land use, population and employment growth the future LOS of the roadway. This
allows communities to plan for necessary improvements to a road before they are needed. Much like
economic projections, transportation forecasts are significantly
Results of a transportation model are
affected by the long-term economic health and attractiveness of
only estimates or indicators; they
a region, by population changes, and by the individual behavior
cannot provide a definitive picture of
of each person using the transportation system.
what will happen in the future.
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
A GIS is a collection of computer software, hardware, and data, used to store, manipulate, analyze, and
present geographically referenced information. GIS can be utilized for analysis and to help transportation
professionals by serving as the basis for critical decisions by policy makers. In transportation planning, GIS
provides the MPO and local jurisdictions with the ability to efficiently retrieve information, view multiple
items of interest about a particular geographic area including transportation facilities, demographics, land use
and ownership, and other information. The SVMPO relies heavily on GIS for map creation, data collection,
and storage.
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Intelligent Transportation Systems
Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) are making driving and traffic management better and safer for all
users of the transportation system. Traffic and population growth create demand for more transportation
infrastructure, but as the cost to increase capacity and ability to maintain the existing transportation system
continue to become harder for local governments with limited resources, new transportation technologies are
emerging to meet these challenges. ITS will transform transportation into a connected, dynamic component of
the city transportation system.

Regional Needs and Projects
Regional Plan and Policy Recommendations
1.

Origin and Destination Study
Identifying and measure the impacts on the transportation system and economy of Sierra Vista of
Mexican Nationals who visit the U.S. for services and shopping.

2.

Health Impacts Assessment (HIA)
Conduct an HIA of the region’s alternative transportation modes (bicycling and walking). Partner
with County and State health officials to educate local decision makers and build capacity to conduct
HIA for transportation related projects in the future.

Funding
Planning Funds
The Sierra Vista MPO receives transportation planning funds annually to administer the MPO and for the
development of planning studies and policies.
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